
PROJECT REFERENCE
ESTIA  HEALTH KOGARAH

A classic domestic setting of premium quality was the vision that Estia Health had 
for the 82 high care residents now living in the Kogarah dementia specific care home 
where Gerfor floor and wall solutions have been used extensively.

The new facility comprises two residential levels and one basement level that houses 
services. Other amenities on site include a cinema, hairdressing salon, medical 
consultation suite, private dining and family function room.  

“The Gerflor products were used in areas where a high volume of spills will occur. The 
intention is to not camouflage a spill, however the use of vinyl allows for 
immediate clean up using equipment that is highly accessible within an area.” Kate 
Beresford-Banks from B2 Property Solutions explained.  

“ This is a community where the residents are not able to identify a safety risk because 
of diminished cognitive ability, therefore waiting for a carpet cleaning machine is too 
long an exposure to risk. The other desirable feature of the Gerflor product was the 
variety of backing options between compact and comfort within the one style graphic. 
Where some increased acoustic control can be applied without a point load wear risk 
then this is an advantage to the sensory comfort of the residents. The final decision for 
some selections were the unique design graphics that appealed to a domestic setting,” 
Kate said.

“The style of the interior reflects a contemporary approach to a classical domestic 
setting. The palette reflects a freshness without being minimalist, the colour hues 
selected were to generate enthusiasm but without being overwhelming. Additionally 
many layers of textural whites where applied to elevate this idea and represent it in a 
sophisticated form,” Kate said.

LOCATION
Kogarah, NSW

COMPLETED
March, 2018

INTERIOR DESIGN-
ER
B2 Property       

CONTRACTOR 
Complete 
Commercial 
Flooring

AREA
Approx 1200 sqm

PRODUCT 
-Taralay Impression 
Compact Esterel 
Chocolate
-Taralay Impression 
Compact Gentlemen 
Coffee 
-Tarasafe Ultra 
Granite 
-Virtuo Classic 55 
Aymeline 
–Decochoc Gravel 
Panels 

BUILDER
Kennedy Care

Call Gerflor on 1800 060 785 or visit www.gerflor.com.au to order your samples


